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MLTC Youth Survey Results: April 1, 2020
Grade survey participant breakdown:
Grade 4 = 3
Grade 5 = 1
Grade 7 = 7
Grade 8 = 3
Grade 10 = 2
Grade 12 = 2
Total student response = 18

1. What would you like to see for Health & Physical Activity
Programming in the Community?
Grade 4 Reponses:
youth gym nights sports tournaments
sports
outside survival learning

Grade 5 Reponses:
i will like to do golf

Grade 7 responses:
idk
Boxing and more equipment for the school like a sandbag maybe mini sandbags so we can lift
them up and run :)
something fun
i would like to see family actives
basketball
Maybe they should try out a new sport for a week then another one and another one and so
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on.
Maybe swimming lessons. If that makes any sense.

Grade 8 responses:
A workout gym
traditions after school programs
hockey

Grade 10 responses:
I suppose i would like to see more badminton or something with rackets.
would be a lot cooler if flying dust had a football team for the boys and girls. and more fun activitys at
the youth centre.

Grade 12 responses:
the youth center, summer program, kick ball program, youth gym nights, soccor tortament,
basket ball game
basketball tournaments and red eye volleyball

2. Examples of Health and Physical Activity - pick the ones that you
would like to see.
Grade 4 Reponses:
hockey after school;biking group;hiking group;
computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;
computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;Video Games - for
example Fortnight tournaments;

Grade 5 Reponses:

music programs;
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Grade 7 responses:

idk;
Survival starting from scratch except for the clothes we can have those;computer programs for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;Video Games - for example Fortnight
tournaments;hiking group;
hockey after school;hiking group;
hockey after school;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
music programs;

Grade 8 responses:
hockey after school;
music programs;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;Video
Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
hunting;

Grade 10 responses:

something calming;music programs;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
basketball after school;

Grade 12 responses:
slime making;hockey after school;music programs;computer programs - for example learn
how to make YouTube Videos;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;biking
group;hiking group;
hiking group;

3. What would you like to see for mental health? What things can be
done to help students with their mental health?
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Grade 4 Reponses:

see counselor, youth conferences
see counselor youth conferences
keep there mindclean

Grade 5 Reponses:
i like to see how the bran works

Grade 7 responses:

idk
Maybe learn how to be more mature and learning to talk to others and learning to participate
in p.e. r in other things unless there busy that's understandable!!
a place where they can go
more support
a reading place
I think community's should have more therapists or counselors. And Parents should talk to
them more.
A therapist could probably help.

Grade 8 responses:
more councilers
idk
i don't know

Grade 10 responses:
im not entirely sure, we can bring people together or something or just go out and have fun days with
the struggling kids.
more sports.
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Grade 12 responses:
no bullying, seeing counselors, kides going around telling them its ok your strong, greving,
youth conferences, tell them to ignor thire bullys
sports

3. What do you need help with?
Grade 4 Reponses:
eat healthy
playing outside
getting rides
help with homework
eating hellthey playing outside geting rides help with homework
division

Grade 5 Reponses:
getting biger

Grade 7 responses:
nothing
Math ...a little bit and a little bit of sword wielding skills
nothing
nothing
homework
I need help with Math and Science
I need help with alot of things, even though the teacher explains something to me, I still don't
get it.

Grade 8 responses:
depression
not thing
math an ELA
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Grade 10 responses:
my self esteem/confidence. its very low and i have really bad anxiety that holds me back from doing a
lot in front of my friends and family and anyone.
my school work, becoming much more better at basketball.
my self esteem/confidence. its very low and i have really bad anxiety that holds me back from doing a
lot in front of my friends and family and anyone.

Grade 12 responses:
eating healthy,
more playing outside,
more clubes,
getting rides,
guidance

4. What do your friends need help with?
Grade 4 Reponses:
homework
rides to places
working reading
focusing

Grade 5 Reponses:

speling

Grade 7 responses:

bro idk
Looks like paying attention and math and science and thats pretty much it
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nothing
support
homework
I don't Know.
My friend needs help with maths.

Grade 8 responses:
nothing
not thing
i don't know

Grade 10 responses:
i feel that my friends need someone to talk to, i feel like they have something bothering them and i
just want all my close friends to be happy no matter what. maybe they also need to learn to love
themselves too.
going to school

Grade 12 responses:
home work rides
idk

5. What subjects or interests would you like to learn more?
Grade 4 Reponses:
math
art
cree
health
reading and writing
math helth
computer science
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Grade 5 Reponses:

math

Grade 7 responses:
idk
Swords and fighting i like swords :)
art and math also science
more art
math
I would like to learn more about History.
Greek Mythology!

Grade 8 responses:
math
math and cree
math

Grade 10 responses:
i would like to learn how to paint more. something creative or helpful like being a jr therapist to your
friends.
i would like to know more about science and learn more about my favorite sport basketball
i would like to learn how to paint more. something creative or helpful like being a jr therapist to your
friends.

Grade 12 responses:
math
art
cree
gym
health
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reading and writing
seince
blanket exercise

6. New Subjects that you would like to learn? or something else
Grade 4 Reponses:
Robotics
Robotics
Robotics

Grade 5 Reponses:

Robotics

Grade 7 responses:

Robotics
computer applications
Robotics
photography
computer applications
computer applications
photography

Grade 8 responses:
photography
photography
computer applications
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Grade 10 responses:
more about art and writing.
football

Grade 12 responses:
photography
Robotics

7. What would you like to see for Culture and Tradition in your school?
Grade 4 Reponses:
deer cutting
animal hides
beading
picking medicines
deerr cuting anmle hives ping
how to survive outside

Grade 5 Reponses:
bilding

Grade 7 responses:
idk
Survival and building shelter and a little more fun with the students
cut deer meat or moose
cooking moose and other more actives
how to make rabbit snares
It would be fun if we did more trapping.
To be honest, i'm not really sure. I'm not very good at answering these questions.
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Grade 8 responses:
a school rounddance
i would like to see the youth learn how to make hide.
i don't know

Grade 10 responses:
something to do with art, again. maybe cultural art/painting pieces or crafts.
going hunting with youth, making hide, making moose hide mittens.

Grade 12 responses:
deer sking
ice fishing
snairing
animal hides
beading
medicines
sweet grass
tanning hide

8. What do you want to be when you grow up? What do you think you
need to learn to help to get a Job?
Grade 4 Reponses:
teacher
respect
type
dochter techer
grutate high school

Grade 5 Reponses:
i will like to be a chief
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Grade 7 responses:
idk
Youtuber if that dont work out than i'm just gonna join the C.A.F aka Canadian Armed Forces
i want to be a gun smith
i want to be a laywer
be a army man
I want to be a Lawyer when grow up, and i think i need learn my math and i have to learn law.
To be honest, I don't really know what I wan't to be. I know i'v said some things in the past,
but now, I just don't know.

Grade 8 responses:
in the military. math
i want to be a artist or a someone how work with the youth like a youth worker
math

Grade 10 responses:
i want to either be a therapist/psychologist, environmentalist or something to do with art like a
graphic designer. i need to learn psychology or more about the environment. i already know how to
draw.
i want to be a lawyer i would need to get all classes if i wanted to be a lawyer

Grade 12 responses:
singer,
good voice
life skills
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9.What activities would you like to see in your community? For the other
members in your community parents, older cousins and Grandparents
and all other community members?
Grade 4 Reponses:
family nights
toy bingo
carnivals/fairs
winter fest
family night s c
outside activated

Grade 5 Reponses:
doing activities at the school

Grade 7 responses:

idk
I'm good with what we got
horse riding and something fun to do.
family actives like a road trip
crafts and board games
Maybe more community camping trips.
I'm not sure about this one either.

Grade 8 responses:
nothing
idk
hunting
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Grade 10 responses:
something that brings us all together, like family activities. kids and their parents can do something
together with other families.
more round dances.

Grade 12 responses:
elders lodge
family nights
toy bingo
canivals
winter feast
youth participation with leaders

10. Most important for Youth in your community?
Grade 4 Reponses:
Reduced at risk behavior;
Reduced at risk behavior;
Education;Culture;

Grade 5 Reponses:
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;

Grade 7 responses:
Employment;
Defence and Offence in fights;Education;
Culture;
Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Culture;
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Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;Employment;

Grade 8 responses:
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Culture;
Education;

Grade 10 responses:
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Employment;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Culture;

Grade 12 responses:
teach them right and wrong;Health, Mental Wellness and Physical
Activity;Education;Culture;Employment;Reduced at risk behavior;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;

11. What do you need right now? How can the community help to stop
youth suicide in the MLTC Reserves?
Grade 4 Reponses:
look out for bullies
trips
sharing circles
look out for bulls thrips sharing srkols
no mean parents and stop bullying at school

Grade 5 Reponses:
idk
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Grade 7 responses:
not sure yet
Tell them to "think about others before thinking about yourself"
talk to them more often
make the youth feel welcome
more outside activity's
I think that community's need professional people to talk to the youth in all the community's
and they should put more youth events up and take the kids somewhere cool.
Maybe talk to them, hear them out. Listen to what they have to say. Make them feel like you
understand. Make them feel wanted and loved. Tell them that they are important and that
they do matter. And this goes for everybody, not just our youth, but adults to.

Grade 8 responses:
a counclier
to have the youth center open on the weekend. it would stop the youth go to drink.
idk

Grade 10 responses:
just do more fun things in the community, to make people find happiness in little things.
talk to them more when someone looks drained and tired it would be a good thing to talk to them..

Grade 12 responses:
help them not feel sad
look out for bullies
retreats, self esteem workshops

12. what do you do when you feel pressured or stressed?
Grade 4 Reponses:
play with stress toys
talk to someone
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tilk to someone
my fists or sweaty or im sweating

Grade 5 Reponses:
read a book

Grade 7 responses:
idk
Punch stuff but at school I just dont do anything mostly
i just start calming down
listen to music
play rainbow six siege on my ps4
I just take break and get a drink of water.
Usually I have a mental breakdown, sometimes I feel like crying, and feel like going home.

Grade 8 responses:
keeep everything to myself
i move my thumb in a circle
fine

Grade 10 responses:
i do a lot i start snapping my thumbs a lot or listen to my music. i draw or shake my head to rid the
bad thoughts. or just surround myself with friends to talk to, to distract myself.
i listen to music in my room or go for a walk or go to the gym and play basketball.. when im stressed

Grade 12 responses:
go for a walk
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13. What would you like to see from the schools and community to help
students stay in school ?
Grade 4 Reponses:
connect with the land
setting goals
more trips
cnekt with land selling skols
more fun stuff

Grade 5 Reponses:
delet fortnite

Grade 7 responses:
not sure
Humor and some more freedom than just making us sit here and work ....WE DON"T GET
PAID at least 5$ a day
pay them money maybe
they not so boring
free time for half hour
Maybe some more fun stuff and go to the students house and talk to them about how
important school is.
Maybe make it a little more exciting, like, do some fun learning activities. And maybe try not
to put to much pressure on them.

Grade 8 responses:
more activities
idk
:0

Grade 10 responses:
make school fun! somehow, i know it can be fun, you cant pressure students so much or else they will
want to give up.
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more respect from teachers and students.

Grade 12 responses:
help them
compassion

14. Why do you come to school?
Grade 4 Reponses:
to learn
have fun
feel safe
get better grades
making friends
field trips
to luner to be rspecfle to be safe to get better grads macking friends buling the work
to learn and to get a better job

Grade 5 Reponses:
to learn

Grade 7 responses:
bc i have to
Because its fun
to get a education and get a job
i have to
to learn and graduate
To learn and have fun with my friends.
Well, first of all, I go to school so I can see my friends. Second of all, I come to school to learn
new things. And third of all, my mother makes me.
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Grade 8 responses:
To get away from certian people. learn
i want to go to collage and have my dream job.
cuz i have tohelp

Grade 10 responses:
to see my friends ive made and to continue with life, to better my future.
i go to school to get my work done and to work on myself to get a job when im old enough.

Grade 12 responses:
to learn
to get somewhere in life

15. Why are students dropping out? what can be done to help students
stay in school and graduate?
Grade 4 Reponses:
bullying, work is too hard, they have to work
cant read cant spell after work all the time stop doing the stuf for the techers peplpe dont
like them woh them
more help an more fun stuff

Grade 5 Reponses:
do some activities that they want

Grade 7 responses:
bc school i boring and no one likes school
Actually listen and work
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tell them to go to school
student are dropping out because they don't have parents that care if they drop out
let them listen to music
More Encouragement.
People usually drop out of school because they think school is to hard and stressful. So
maybe the teachers can try and not put so much pressure on the students.

Grade 8 responses:
Strict teachers. bring classes
they think that it to hard to do.
help them

Grade 10 responses:
its too hard for them. maybe they dont have good friends to talk to or they dont have anyone to help
them with their corrupted mind. i think you should motivate them more, talk to the native youth
more.
some students drop out because they have hard time sleeping so they just sleep there life away..
some ppl have mentall illness and think that its more important than school..

Grade 12 responses:
bullies
offer more life skills

16. What weekend activities does your community need?
Grade 4 Reponses:
sleep overs
skating
sliding
slime making
swimming
hang out with friends an family
slind at the big hill
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outside survival school

Grade 5 Reponses:
make teebes

Grade 7 responses:
not sure
Age Of Empires ll or lll that would be good P.S. these are roman numerals
horse riding and something to do with a GPS and put stuff in a and hide it somewhere and
use the GPS to find it
going to the movies or typing club
horse rides
Maybe a fishing trip, cooking, and beading.
I'm sorry, but I still can't think of anything.

Grade 8 responses:
hockey
open youth center
fun we need fun

Grade 10 responses:
more get together fun things. but something that will be fun for everyone, not some sport. (besides
dodgeball)
football.. basketball.. vollyball..

Grade 12 responses:
fam nights .
tell about fellings when sad
open gym nights
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17. Does your community need more facilities or upgrades
Grade 4 Reponses:
Track and Field
Track and Field
army training

Grade 5 Reponses:
Track and Field

Grade 7 responses:
Outdoor Classroom
more p.e.
Youth Centre upgrades
youth centre actives
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Outdoor Classroom
Walking paths

Grade 8 responses:
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Track and Field
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts

Grade 10 responses:
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Youth Centre upgrades

Grade 12 responses:
Track and Field
Youth Centre upgrades
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